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Abstract: Short pulse laser damage and ablation of amorphous, diamond-like carbon
films is investigated. Material removal is due to fracture of the film and ejection of large
fragments, which exhibit a.broadband emission of microsecond duration.
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Ablation of solids by ukrafast lasers attracts increasing interest, in particular with respect to potential
applications of such lasers in material processing. In a number of experiments advantages of ultrashort
pulses have been demonstrated, however the understanding of the fundamental physical processes is still
incomplete. For semiconductors and metals we have shown recently [1] that near-threshold ablation with
ultrashort laser pulses exhibits a material-independent, universal behavior. Removal of material is brought
about by hydrodynamic expansion of the laser-generated hot, pressurized matter followed by
decomposition into a two-phase, liquid-gas mixture.

In this work we concentrate on the distinct ablation behavior of a specific material system, namely thin
films of amorphous, diamond-like carbon. 50nm films with densities close to that of crystalline diamond
have been grown on quartz and silicon substrates by nanosecond pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [2].
Ablation is initiated bv irradiating the surface with single 120fs laser pulses at 620nm. An example of the
typical surface morphology afier i;adiation is depicted ~ the microscope picture in the left part of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1:Leti Microscopeimageof the finalsurfacemorphologyafterfs-laserirradiation right imageof the surface
obtainedwiththe lightwhichis emittedby the ejectedtkagrnents.

Obviously laser irradiation in this case does not lead to a phase transformation of the excited material to the
gas phase. Instead the visual impression of the final surface morphology indicates mechanical fracture as
the damage mechanism. This process exhibits a well-defined fluence threshold of 220mJ/cm2. Near the
threshold, at the periphery of the crater, the material seems only lifted from the substrate and forms a
periodic surface structure. For higher fluences the film is completely removed, and large figments, tens of
pm in size, are ejected and deposited in and around the ablation region. As can be seen in the left part of
Fig. 1 these fragments are the source of a strong optical emission (visible to the bare eye!). Preliminary
measurements with different color filters show that the emitted light covers abroad spectral range (from the
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blue to the near-infrared). The emission is directly related to the fragmentation process, but occurs after
deposition of the fragments on a ps-time scale, as confirmed by explicit time-dependent measurements.
Therefore, simple thermal emission due to laser heating could be ruled as an explanation because this
should be strongest just after the excitation when the temperature of the material is highest.

We believe that the peculiar darnage behavior is related to the high internal stresses of the films due to the
PLD-growth process [3]. Impulsive heating with an u@short laser pulse sufficiently reduces the adhesion
forces and the film is removed from the subtrate without phase transition to the gas phase. Relaxation of the
internal stresses leads then to destruction of the film, ejection of the fkagments and the ps emission. To our
knowledge this is the first observation of the so-called j?acto-emission or triboluminescence [4] at the
surface of a laser-irradiated material. It should be noted that for higher fluences, above 400mJ/cm2, we do
not observe fragmentation and fiacto-emission, but the material-independent universal ablation behavior
reported in [1].
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